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1. IN~~DUCTION 
Let G be a group; a projectivity n: G + Gi = G” is an isomorphism 
between the lattice of subgroups of G and the lattice of subgroups of G,. 
If H r? G, H” is not necessarily normal in G1. However, it is well known 
that if N < H is such that N” = (Hn)GI, the maximal normal subgroup of 
Gi contained in H”, usually called the core of H” in Gi, then N is normal 
in G [l, 73. Several authors have studied the structure of the groups H/N 
and H”/N”; for, the knowledge of these groups is useful in order to under- 
stand the connections existing between the structure of G and that of Gr. 
It is easy to realize that much of the information about H/N and Hn/Nn 
can be obtained by looking at the case where G is a finite p-group of the 
form G= H(a), and H” core-free in Gi. In this situation Menegazzo [6] 
showed that if p is an odd prime, then H is abelian; later on Busetto and 
Stonehewer [2] produced an example where G is a 2-group and H is 
modular with commutator subgroup H’ of order 2; moreover Busetto [3] 
proved that, if p = 2, H is abelian-by-metacyclic. As a consequence, in the 
general case, H/N is soluble and its derived length is at most 3. 
In this paper we are able to improve the results on the structure of H 
contained in [3] by proving that, when G is a finite 2-group of the form 
G = H(a), and H” is core-free in G1, then H is modular and H’ has order 
at most 2. As a consequence, in the general case, H/N is nilpotent of class 
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at most 2, with commutator subgroup of exponent at most 2. A further 
consequence of the result obtained is the following: if G/H is soluble of 
derived length not exceding n, then the 3n th commutator subgroup of 
G, is contained in H”; this bound improves the one previously given in 
Theorem 4.1 of [4]. Our notation will be mostly standard. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In the following lemma we collect some facts occurring in projectivities 
between finite 2-groups satisfying certain conditions. Many of these facts 
are well known and hold in more general situations, for example, also in 
p-groups, with p odd. However, we have preferred to state the lemma in a 
more suitable form with respect to our purposes. We retain the notation 
and symbols which are introduced here for the rest of the paper. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G = H(a) be a finite 2-group, where H # ( 1) is 
a normal subgroup of G and let x: G + G, be a projectivity such that 
(Hn)a, = (1). Then the following hold 
(a) G, is a 2-group of the same order as G. 
(b) HA (a)=(l> andOi(G)=Q,(H).Qi((a>). 
(C) ai(Qi(G))= (1). 
(d) K induces a projectivity between G/a,(G) and G&2,(G,); also, 
H”ai(Gl)/Qi(Gl) is core-free in G,/Qi(G,). 
(e) SZi+,(G)/S2i(G) and Qi+,(G1)/Qi(G,) are abeiian. 
(f) The map x+x”-’ is an endomorphism of Q,(G). 
(g) G does not contain subgroups isomorphic to the quaternion group. 
(h) z restricted to O,(G) is induced by an isomorphism. 
(i) There exist sets of generators (e,, . . . . e,}, (f,, .,., fOj of B,(G) 
and B,(G,), respectively, and a generator a, of (a)” such that 
Q,(H)= (em> x ... x (el>, QIW”)= (f,>x ...x (fi>, (eo>=Ql((a>h 
(e,)“=(fi) for O<i,<m, e;=e,, ef=e,e,-, for i>l, f;‘=f2fi, 
fP=fifo- 
(j) For every 1~ i 6 m the subgroups a, (II) and 8,( G,) contain 
exactly one subgroup of order 2’ normal in G and G1, respectively, and 
precisely (el, . . . . et> and ( fO, . . . . f.- 1 ). 
(k) If H is not cyclic, we put 
Q=H,, H”“l”-’ and R = H /\ H”“:“-‘; 
we have 
Q A <e2, el, eo> = (e+l> and R A <e2, el, eo> = <e, >. 
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(1) Let 2’ be the exponent of H, there exists h E H such that h2r-’ = e, 
and we have H = Q( h ). Denote the exponent of Q by 2”. There exists q E Q 
such that q2’-’ - eze, and we have Q = (Q A R)(q). Then 
H= (Q * W(q)(h). 
Also, h” E h mod sZ,- ,(H), q”= qh2’-’ mod 52,-,(H). 
(m) Zf H/sZ~_*(H) is not cyclic, the element h defined in (1) can be 
chosen belonging to R; for this choice of h, we have H = R(q) and 
R= (Q A R)(h). 
(n) Let K be the subgroup of H such that K”“‘“-‘= (Hnaln-‘)o. Then 
K is cyclic and nontrivial and, moreover K = C,(a) and n,(K) < Z(G); also, 
KA R= (el>. 
Proof. (a) See [S, Theorem 33. 
(b)-(j) See [S, Lemma 3.1; 3, Lemma 11. 
(k) Since eO # H”“l”-’ while e, e, E HzaIz-‘, e, $ Hz”‘“-’ > Q. More- 
over, from (h) and (i) it follows easily that e2e, E Q. A similar calculation 
can be made for R. 
(1) From (f) it follows that b,-,(H) = (g”-’ 1 gE H}; since 
Q,(H)>O,-,(H)qG, (j) implies that elEUrP1(H), and so there exists 
h E H such that h2’-’ = e,. Since the lattice [H/Q] is a chain of length at 
most r and Q A (h) = (l}, we must have H= Q(h). As far as the ele- 
ment q is concerned, the argument is similar; we observe that the group 
us-,P,(H))= (g’“-’ I s~Qs(fO) . is normal in G, it is contained in B,(H) 
and contains (e2, e, ), since Q A (h) = ( 1). Now it is immediate to 
obtain the factorization H = (Q A R)(q)(h). As far as the action of a on 
h and on q is concerned, we can proceed as follows: a,( (h)) = sZ,( (h”)); 
the map g --f g2’-’ is an endomorphism with kernel s2,- ,(H); it follows that 
h” E h mod sZ,- ,(H). The argument for q is similar, starting from the fact 
that Qsz,( (qO)) = a,( (qh”-“)). 
(m) We have H= Q(h) = R(x) for some XE H. Then, if R does not 
contain any element of order 2’, it follows that exp(Q) = 2’-’ and 
U,- ,(H) = (e, ) E R; so [H/R] has length at most r - 1. Then, since 
R A (q) = (l), H= R(q) and so H has exponent 2’-‘, a contradiction. 
Hence R possesses an element of order 2’; now it is easy to deduce that R 
contains such an element with the further property that its 2’- ‘st power 
is e,. 
In) H”“l”-’ does not contain e,; therefore K”“l”-’ A H= (1). Hence 
Kzul”-’ and K are nontrivial cyclic subgroups, since eleoE H”“‘“-’ A Z(G). 
K is normal in G and hence K” is quasinormal in G1; this shows that 
K naltr-’ <K(a). It follows that a centralizes (K, K”“L”-‘); in particular 
K < C,(a). 
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Conversely ( CH(a))XUIX -’ is centralized by a and so it is contained in 
K”“‘7r . The same argument works if we substitute a with the product of 
any element of H by a; this leads to the conclusion that K”“‘“-’ <Z(G), 
since K”“l I[-’ = KW’Ul n-’ for ygHn and therefore KXQ1”-’ = (K1[YU171m’)G. If 
XE H we have (xa, Knal’--‘) = (xa) x K”“‘“-‘. Hence (~a)““;‘“~’ induces 
by conjugation on K powers which are - 1 mod 4; so, since 
G = (xa 1 XE H), we have a,(K) d Z(G). As far as the last statement of 
(n) is concerned, assume, by way of contradictifn,, that R A K> (g) 
strictly containing (e, ), where (gl = 4; g E H A H”“l”- ; moreover, (g)” is 
quasinormal and core-free in G, . Hence we have gy’ = cg,’ i , where 
(g,)=(g)” and (c>=SZ,(a,). But, since S2,(K)GZ(G), the case 
gy = cg; I cannot occur, and therefore g$= c’g, E H”“f Since also 
g, E H”“:, this leads to the contradiction c* E H”“:. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G = H(a) be a finite p-group, where H is a normal sub- 
group of G and let 71: G--f G, be a projectivity such that (HR)a, = (1). 
Assume that pr = exp(H), and put a,( (a)) = (b). Then b acts on H as a 
power, z 1 mod 4 tfp = 2, tf and only if H is abelian. 
Proof: If H is abelian then a,(G) = H(b) is a modular group by [4, 
Theorem 2.31. Therefore, since H A (b) = (1 ), b acts as a power on H, 
and this power is = 1 mod 4 if p = 2. Conversely, let Q = H A HR’lX-‘, as in 
Lemma 2.1(k). Q is normal in Hzolz-‘(b) =CJ2,(G), in particular Q a H. 
Also, H/Q is cyclic, and Q is core-free in G by Lemma 2.1(e). It follows 
that H is residually cyclic, and therefore abelian. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G = H(a > be a finite 2-group, where H s G, and let 
72: G + G1 be a projectivity such that (Hn)o, = (1). Let t be an element of 
H with the property that [Q,((t)),a]= (1). Then [aLi+Z((t)),a]< 
Bi (H) for all i 2 0. 
Proof By Lemma 2.1(d) it suffices to show that, if t has order 8 and 
[t’, a] = 1, then [t, a] EB,(H). By Lemma 2.1(e), (t, a,(H)) is elemen- 
tary abelian. Moreover, let K, as in Lemma 2.1(n), be the subgroup of H 
such that Kno12-’ = (Hnnla-‘)G; we have that (t, O,(H)) K/K is again 
abelian, since its exponent is at most 4. Hence (t, a,(H)) < (el). Since 
(t,Q,(HD=<g~HIg4= e,), (t, a2(H)) is normal in G; it follows that 
ta 3 t mod G,(H). Then we have tP = to, where o E a,(H) and, squaring, 
t2 = (t’)” = t2u2[t, 01. Therefore w’[t, w] = 1, and so o2 = [t, o] E (ei) = 
< t4). This implies o E t20L mod In,(H) for some integer tl. Then, since by 
[4, Proposition 5.11, Ica,(H)<Z(H), we obtain 02= [t, w] = 1, and so 
w  E QR, (H), as required. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let G = H(a) be a finite 2-group, where H 5! G, and let 
z: G --f G1 be a projectivity such that (H”),, = ( 1). Suppose in addition that 
H is a modular group with cyclic commutator subgroup H’. Let exp(H) = 2, 
and assume that one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(a) H/Q,- JH) is not cyclic. 
(b) a,-,(H)<Z(G) (this implies in particular that U,-,(H) is 
cyclic). 
Then H’ has order at most 2. 
Proof We argue by induction on (Gl. By Lemmas 2.1(d) and 2.3 the 
hypotheses are preserved in HL!,(G)/L?,(G) when we consider the projec- 
tivity that rr induces between G/a,(G) and G@,(G1); therefore we may 
assume, without loss of generality, that H’= (w), say, has order at most 
4. Assume, by way of contradiction, that 1 H’J = 4. As in Lemma 2.1(l) we 
factorize H in the form H = Q(h), where h2’-’ = e, ; Q is abelian, since 
Q A H’ = Q A (e, ) = ( 1). We show first that we may choose h so that 
[h, a] E o,-,(H). If hypothesis (b) holds, this follows immediately from 
Lemma 2.3, since in this case every cyclic subgroup of H of order 2’ 
contains U,-,(H). If hypothesis (a) holds, Lemma 2.1(l) implies that 
Q = (q) x A, where lq) B 2’-l, ezel E (q), and exp(A) < 14). It follows that 
necessarily ([h, q]I = 4; otherwise the modular group (h*, Q) is abelian, 
since it contains q as a central element of maximal order. This implies 
1 H’J < 2, a contradiction. Therefore w  and we2 are both contained in (h, q) 
and one of them, which we denote by t, permutes with a. We recall that the 
lattice of subgroups of (h, q) is isomorphic to the lattice of subgroups of 
an abelian group of type (2,, 2”), where 2 f r - 1 <a < r, and in such a 
group every element of order 4 whose square is a 2’- ‘st power, is a 2’- ‘nd 
power. Hence we may choose h so that h*‘-‘= t. Then, by Lemma 2.3, 
[h, a] ~52,-,(H); in other words the group (h, a) SZ,-,(G)/O,-,(G) is 
abelian. It follows that (h, a>“52,-2(G,)/52,-2(G,) is a modular group 
containing (h)” G,_,(G,)/SZ,-,(G,) as a core-free quasinormal subgroup. 
We deduce that (h)““Ln-‘CI,-,(G)/S2,-2(G) # (h)““;‘“-‘S2,_,(G)/SZ,_,(G); 
thus, if (hi) = (h)“‘“-‘, (h2) = (h)“r’“-‘, we have (h,, h2) 8,-,(G)/ 
a,-*(G)2 (h*, b*) a,-,(G)/Q,-,(G), where, as in Lemma 2.2, (b) = 
sZ,( (a)). The element hl induces a power E 1 mod 4 on Q; also, since 
[h,, a] E sZ,_ *(H) < C,(Q), h, induces the same power on Qa. Hence h, 
induces a power on Qs2,_, ( Qa), since its commutator subgroup has order 
at most 2. Similarly, if we denote by Q the group H A HnnrLn-‘, h2 induces 
the same power on Q and Qa, and consequently on Q’sZ,- i(Q). Moreover, 
it is easily verified that QsZ,- r(Qa) = Q“sZ,- i(Q). Thus we conclude that 
(h,, h2) induces a group of power automorphisms on Q. We have 
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(h,, h,) Q,_,(G)= (h,, h2) Q,-,(H)(b4) 3 (b2); this implies that b4 
belongs to the Frattini subgroup of (A,, h,) a,- Z(G), and so 
(h,,h,) a,-,(G)= (h,,h,)SZ,_,(H). Then h” induces a power on Q, 
while [h’, q] = e, $ Q, a contradiction. In conclusion IH’I < 2, as required. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
We are now able to prove the main result of our work; we recall that we 
shall refer to Lemma 2.1 for all the notation and symbols used in the proof 
but not specifically defined. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G = H(a) be a finite 2-group, where H is a normal 
subgroup of G, and let 71: G -+ G, be a projectivity such that (HR)o, = (1). 
Then H’ has order at most 2, and H is a modular group. 
Proof By Lemma 2.1(e), if exp(H) = 2’ < 4, H is abelian. Therefore we 
assume that r 2 3 and that H is not cyclic. We use induction on (HI. From 
Lemma 2.1(d) and from the induction we deduce that H’Q,(G)/Q,(G) has 
order at most 2; thus it is contained in the unique subgroup of order 2 of 
HSZ,(G)/SZ,(G) which is centralized by a, namely (h2’-‘) SZ,(G)/SZ,(G), 
where h E H has the property, as in Lemma 2.1(l) that h”‘-’ = ei . Therefore 
H’ 6 (O,(H), h2’m2). (1) 
We now make the following observation, which will often be useful in the 
proof: let (b) = sZ,( (a)); by Lemma 2.2, b acts as a power - 1 mod 4 on 
Hsl,(G)/ln,(G), since the latter is abelian. Moreover, since by [4, Proposi- 
tion 5.11, S2,(G)/S2,(G) and 52,(G) are elementary abelian central factors of 
Q,(G), 
b4 acts on H as a power z 1 mod 4. (2) 
We now apply the induction hypothesis, using a method followed by 
Menegazzo in [6]. Let (a,) = (a)“, and define K as in Lemma 2.1(n). 
zalz-l induces a projectivity between G/K and G/K”“‘“-‘; then, the induc- 
tive hypothesis tells us that H/K/K is contained in the unique subgroup of 
order 2 of H/K centralized by a, namely (e2) K/K. Thus, recalling that, by 
Lemma 2.1(n), Q,(K) < Z(G) and, moreover, e2 E Z(H), we have 
H’ < (e2) x Q,(K) < Z(H). (3) 
NOW, define Q, R, and q as in Lemma 2.1 (k, 1). Then Q’ < H’ A Q = 
<ele2> and so (q) S! Q; moreover, Q A R is abelian. Hence 
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(41) = w”“‘“-’ is quasinormal in Q”“‘“-’ = (Q A R)(q, ) and, since 
Q p, R 9 Q”““+ and (ql) A Q A R=(l), we obtain, for all gEQ A R, 
(g,q,)A(QAR)=(g)9(g,q,). In other words q1 induces a power 
automorphism on Q A R. 
We claim that i2,((q1))= (e2eo) =f2,((qh2’u)), where (v)=a,((a)) 
and c~=r--ss, 2”=exp(Q)=lq(. For, the map x-+x2’-’ is an endo- 
morphism of Q,(G), with kernel Q,-,(G); this shows that q1 c 
qh2bb2a mod sZ,- I(G), where b, as before, is a generator of a,( (a)). 
It will now be convenient to distinguish the following three cases: (A) 
s=r, (B) s=r-1, (C) sdr-2. 
Case A. s=r 
According to Lemma 2.1(m), we may assume h E R. Let Hi = 
O,-,(H)(h); by Lemma 2.1(l), Hi aG and the groups H,(a), H;(a,) 
satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem, with H, in place of H as normal 
subgroup. Thus, by induction, H, and Hqaln-’ are modular groups. Hence, 
if we put (hi) = (h)Zaln-‘, 
in Hyln-’ 
considering that Qi = HI A ,;,lz-’ is normal 
and also that (h 1 ) A Q 1 = ( 1 ), we deduce from the modularity 
law that h, induces a power automorphism on Q, . 
We note that sZ,_ r(H) = Qi ( h2) is abelian: for, by induction, we obtain 
Hi 6 (ei). Therefore h* E Z(H,), and, moreover, Q, is abelian, since 
e, $ Q1. We have h, = hb mod a,-,(G); by Lemma 2.2, recalling that 
52, _ i(H) is abelian, sZ,- r(G) induces a group of power automorphisms on 
Sz, _ ,(H) > Q, . We deduce that hb operates as a power on Q, , Moreover 
[hb, a] eQ2,-i(H), and so hb normalizes Q;l and induces on both Q, and 
Q;2 the same power. Then, since Q,Q;l= Q,-,(H), hb induces a power 
on 52,- ,(H). Consider Q A R. Suppose first that exp(Q A R) < 2’. Then 
Q A R < 52,- ,(H); also, ql, and hence qhb, act as power automorphisms 
on Q A R; it follows that, in particular, q normalizes Q A R and so Q is 
abelian. Then QQ is abelian as well and therefore, considering that 
H= Q(h) = Q(q”) = (Q A Q”)(q)(q”), it follows that H’ = ([q, q”]) = 
([q, h] ) is cyclic of order at most 4. Now, by Lemma 2.4, it suffices to 
show that H is modular. Two possibilities can occur: 
(i) H’ d K. Then H/K is abelian of exponent 2’, since Q A K= (1). 
Hence, by Lemma 2.2, a,(G) induces a group of power automorphisms 
= 1 mod 4 on H/K. In particular h, induces a power on QK/K. Thus h, 
induces a power on Q, since .hl normalizes Q and Q A K= ( 1) [9]. This 
implies that H”“L”-’ = Q(hl ) is a modular group, and so H is, too. 
(ii) H’ $ K. Let T be such that T” = (Hz),,;,. We show that H’ < T; 
for, the hypothesis ( g ) = H’ x K implies g” = g- !; hence gyl = cg; ‘, where 
<g1> = <g>” and (c) =S2,((a,)). Then [gl, ai] = 1, and therefore 
g, E T”. Hence H/T is abelian, and its exponent is 2’, since, observing that 
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fi fi +! T”, we have (q) A T = ( 1). Consider the projectivity induced by 7c 
between H(a2)/T and H”(af)/T”. Again by Lemma 2.2, b induces a 
power = 1 mod 4 on H/T, and therefore it induces the same power on 
HIT,,, = H/T,. Since e2e, 6 T,, the latter is cyclic and T, A Q = (1 ). 
Thus h, induces a power on Q. Therefore, even in this case, H”“‘“- ’ and H 
are modular groups. In order to complete Case A it remains to examine the 
case when exp(Q A R) = 2’. 
In this case H possesses n 2 3 independent elements of maximal order; 
this property is preserved in the factor group Hs2,( G)/S2,( G), which, by 
induction, is a modular group with commutator subgroup of order at most 
2. Then, by the hypothesis on n, recalling the modular p-group structure, 
HO,(G)/O,(G) must be abelian; hence we have H’< (e,, er). Moreover, 
if n 24, H/K possesses at least three independent elements of maximal 
order; hence, again by induction and by the modular p-group structure, 
H/K is necessarily abelian. Then H’ < (e, ), and therefore H is modular; 
furthermore, since H contains at least three independent elements of maxi- 
mal order, H is abelian. Thus we may and shall assume n = 3. Let x be an 
element of Q A R of order 2’. By the factorization H = a,- ,( H)( x, q, h), 
and by Lemma 2.1(d), it follows that [x,a]=qmodSZ,-,(H)(h); in 
particular ((Q A R)(q’)(h’))‘“~=H; ((Q A R)(q2)(h2)) is abelian and 
contains 0, _ ,(H). Therefore 9, _ r(H) < Z(H). Then we have [Ix, qla2 = 
Cxh 41= C-G qlC4 rll; on the other hand, a2 centralizes H’, and so 
necessarily [h, q J = 1. 
Moreover, Q’ ( < e,,e,> A Q = (e2el) 6 (q), and this implies 
(q) d Q. Hence (q) is normal in H. We deduce that f2,-,(H)(q, qQ) = 
SZ,-,(H)(q, h) is abelian, normal in H; also, it contains [x, a]. 
Therefore x induces on 52,_ ,( H)( q, h) a power, E 1 mod 4 since 
H/Q,-,(H) is abelian. Thus, recalling once again the modular p-group 
structure, H is a modular group. Then, it follows from the modularity law, 
that (w,w,hi) A Q=(w)(l(w,w,h,) for every w,w,~Q. In particular 
every subgroup of Q is normal in Q, and this implies that Q is abelian by 
Lemma 2.1 (g). Then Q A Q” ,< Z( QQa) = Z(H), and so, since Q A Q* 
contains elements of order 2: H is necessarily abelian. This completes the 
proof of Case A. 
Case B. s = r - 1 
As in Case A, we may assume h E R. Let H, = Q(h’); H, coincides with 
9,-,(H) and so, by induction, we have Hi < (e,). In particular Q is 
abelian. We note first that R’< (el>: for, if exp(Q A R) = 2”= exp(Q), 
then O,(H) is abelian, since it is a modular group with cyclic commutator 
subgroup and contains at least three independent elements of maximal 
order. It follows that H’ is elementary abelian, and so, in conclusion, 
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H’< (ei, ez). In particular R’< (e,, ez) A R= (ei). Then, assume 
exp(Q A R) < 2’-i, and define 
By considerations similar to those made for R in Lemma 2.l(k, l), we see 
that 
S * (e2, el, eo> = (el >, Q= (Q * S)(q), where q2’-’ = e2e,. 
Moreover, if H/Q,-,(H) is not cyclic, and this condition holds in the case 
we are considering, we have S= (Q A S)(M), where h’“-’ = e,. Also, we 
note that S> K; for, ,YQ1”-’ = HZuL”- A Hnaln-la > K”“l”-‘. By Lemma 
2.1(m), we have R= (Q A R)(h); thus, since exp(Q A R)<2”-‘, 
Q,-,(Q>=(Q A S)(q’)=(Q A R)(q’). Therefore, observing that h=h’u, 
u E Q, and that Q is abelian, we obtain 
since 5” < (K, e2) A S = K. Hence, in conclusion, by Lemma 2.1 (n), 
R’<Kr\ R=(e,). (4) 
We now show that (4) implies that H’ is cyclic: for, the factorization 
H=(Q A R)(q)(h) (Lemma 2.1(l)) shows that H’< (el)([q, h]). 
Then, if 1 [q, h]) = 4, ( [q, h] ) necessarily contains e, , and therefore H’ is 
cyclic. Otherwise, if 1 [q, h]l = 2, and this means that H’ < (ez, e,), we 
obtain [q, h J = e;ef. Assume, by way of contradiction, u = 1; if also fi = 1, 
then (q ) is normal in H, since Q is abelian. Thus (q ) Xa:n-’ is quasinormal 
in Hzafn-‘= R(q)““f”-‘; by putting (q’) = (q)“f”-’ and by considering 
that R a Hnafx-‘, we deduce that q’ acts as a power on R. Then, a 
familiar argument shows that q’ 3 qb2 mod 52,- ,(G). Moreover, since 
Hf2,(G)/fz,(G) is abelian, b acts as a power on Hi2,(G)/B,(G) and this 
implies that b2 acts a power on H. Then, considering also that G,- ,(H) 
normalizes (h ), since Sz, _ ,(H) < R( q2 ), we obtain that q normalizes 
(h ), a contradiction. It remains to consider the case [q, h] = e2, which can 
be treated in a similar way by substituting q/z* for q. The argument is the 
same, starting from the observation that 52,( (q/z’)) = (e2); hence, in our 
hypothesis, (q/z’) is normai in H, and so ( qh2)Rnfn~-’ is quasinormal in 
,7+~ 
Summarizing as in Case A, H’ is cyclic and therefore, in order to com- 
plete Case B, in the light of Lemma 2.4, it suffices to show that H is a 
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modular group. Even in this case it is convenient to consider separately the 
two possibilities that can occur, H’ <K and H’ $ K, 
(i) First, suppose H’ < K. Since H/K is abelian of exponent 2’~ ‘, by 
Lemma 2.2 *we deduce that H(b’)/K is modular. As before, let 
(4’) = (q)nal=- ; then from (q’) <sZ,- ,(G) d H(b*), it follows that q’ 
induces a power z lzmod 4 on H/K. Hence, recalling that Hno:‘-’ = R(q’), 
where R = H A H”“1”-‘a R(q’), the element q’ operates as a power on 
R/(K A R) = R/(e,). Moreover, R/(e,) is abelian. Thus HKU~sm’/(e, ) and 
consequently its projective image H/ (e, ) are modular groups. Hence, since 
Qr- ,(H) is also modular, and every subgroup of H not contained in 
O,-,(H) contains (e,), it follows that H itself is a modular group. 
(ii) Now consider the other possibility, namely H’ & K. As in Case A, 
if T is such that T” = (Hz),,;,, then H’< T. Thus HJT is abelian, and its 
exponent is 2’-I, since (q) A T= (1). Therefore b2 induces on H/T a 
power = 1 mod 4 and hence acts in the same way on HIT,,, = HIT,. 
Consequently H(b’)/T, is a modular group. Let (q2) = ( q)71a11f-‘a7[a~‘nm’. 
We have S g H”“‘a-‘ana;+’ = S(q,); also, q2 E H(b2), in particular q2 
induces a power on HJT, and so on SJ(S A TG) = SJ(S, A TG) = SJ(el ). 
The equation S A TG = SG A T, = (ei ) depends upon the fact that e, +! S, 
e2 4 T, and therefore TG and SG are cyclic; moreover, S, A TG = (e, > 
since, as we have seen in Case A(ii), a inverts the elements of Q2(TG) and 
centralizes K< S,. Then, since S/(e, ) is abelian, Hlraln-‘ano~‘n-‘/(e, ) and 
so also HJ(el ) are modular groups; moreover O,_ ,(H) is modular, and 
the conclusion follows as in case (i). This completes Case B. 
Case C. s<r-2 
In this situation, 19,~ =(H) is cyclic of order 4. Let t be one of its 
generators. We consider separately the cases (i) ta = t and (ii) to= t-l. 
(i) Assume ta = t. Then, by Lemma 2.1(n), (t) = b,_ JH) coincides 
with O,(K) and therefore exp(H/K)<2’-*. Since b4 has order 2’-= and 
by (2) it induces on H, in particular on H/K, a power - 1 mod 4, by 
Lemma 2.2 it follows that H/K is abelian. In particular H’ ,< Or-,(H). 
Moreover, by induction, Qn,- ,(H) is a modular group: then H is also a 
modular group; for, if X< H and XC 52, _ ,(H) we have X> H’. The 
conclusion now follows from Lemma 2.4. 
(ii) Assume ta= t-l. As in Cases A(ii) and B(ii), let T”= (H”),,;,; 
then we have T3 (t). As in (i) from the fact that exp(H/T) < 2’-2 and the 
fact that, by (2), b4 induces a power on HIT, we deduce that H/T is 
abelian. Hence, since by (3) we have H’ < ( e2) x O,(K) = ( e2) x ( tez ), 
and e2 # T, we obtain H’< (t); so, even in this case, we have 
H’ < D,-,(H). From the argument already used in (i) we can conclude that 
H is modular. Unfortunately now we cannot apply Lemma 2.4. However, 
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we can proceed as follows: as usual, let (hi ) = (h ) nat a-‘. We may choose 
h, = hb mod 52,_ 2(H), where b is a suitable generator of sZ,( (a)). Then b, 
and hence also h,, induce a power A, say, on H/Q,(H). 
Furthermore, hl normalizes Q, and therefore hI induces on Q a power 
p, say. Thus h*b* acts as the power A2 on H/Q,(H), the power p* on both 
Q and Q”. Then, by considering that a,(H) is abelian, it follows that h2b2 
induces the power p* on QQa = a,(H). So we see that h*b* induces 
on sZ,( (h)) both the powers i2* and p*, and this implies 
A2 3 CL* mod 2” = exp(Q). In other words h*b* induces the power 1* on 
both QQ” and U’,(H). This implies that h*b* induces the power A2 
on QUI(H)= Q(h*), and therefore b* induces the same power on 
Q(h2)/(el). Let hb2=hA2q where WEB,(H); b* induces the power 2* on 
H/(el, w). Assume, by way of contradiction, that (e,, o) is not normal 
in G. Then, since b* induces the power A2 also on H/(e,, w)~, it induces 
the power 1* on H/((e,, w) A (e,, w)a)= H/(e,), a contradiction. 
Hence (e,, w) dG, and this implies (e,, w) < (e2, ei). Therefore b* 
induces a power on H/K: for, every subgroup of (h, K) containing K 
properly contains (e2, e, ); thus b* induces a power on (h ) K/K, 
moreover, b2 induces the power A2 on Q( h* )/(e, ), and so, in particular, 
also on Q(h*)/K. We deduce that b* induces a power E 1 mod 4 on HJK, 
and so H/K is abelian. In conclusion we have H’ 6 ( t ) A K = (e i ). This 
completes Case C, and the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
4. APPLICATIONS OF THE MAIN RESULT 
From Theorem 3.1, using considerations analogous to those made to 
prove the final theorem in [3], we can prove the following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a group, 71: G + G1 a projectivity, H a normal 
subgroup of G, and N” = ( HIT)G,. Then H/N and Hz/N” are residuallyfinite- 
modular groups; in particular they are metabelian. Moreover H/N is nilpotent 
of class at most 2, with commutator subgroup of exponent at most 2. 
Concerning the structure of the finite 2-groups G and G, in Theorem 3.1, 
we prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, G is metabelian and 
GI has derived length at most 3. 
Proof: We show first that G is metabelian. We have G’ = 
[H, (a)]H’= [H, (a)] and, with the usual notation, H=Q(h). If 
H/O,_,(H) is cyclic, we obtain G’<52,- ,(H) = Q(h*), and the latter is 
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abelian, since H’,<Q,(Z(H)) and Q is abelian. Hence, suppose that 
H/Q,_,(H) is not cyclic; if IH/fJP,(H)I 28, then H is abelian; for, it is 
modular and contains a central element of maximal order. 
It remains to examine the case [H/Q, ,(H)( =4. In this case 
Q2,_ ,(H) < Z(H); for, since H’<SZ,(Z(H)) and Q is abelian, Q(/?) 
is abelian, and therefore Q,-,(H) <Z((Q(h2))(“)) =Z(H). Then 
sZ,- ,(H)( h ) is abelian and contains G’. Therefore, in any case, G’ is 
abelian. As far as G, is concerned, the result follows, since G&?,(G,) is 
metabelian by [4, Theorem 2.31 and S2,(G,) is elementary abelian. 
Remark. In the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 one could ask whether the 
upper bound for the derived length of G, is the best possible; in fact it is 
so, since in the example constructed by Busetto and Stonehewer [2], 
already mentioned in the Introduction, Gi has derived length exactly 3. 
Using Theorem 4.2 we are able to improve two results contained in 
[4, lo] concerning the behaviour of solubility with respect to projectivities. 
We state our results as Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 4.4. However, the 
proofs are exact copies of those given in [4]; the improvement depends 
only upon the better bounds obtained in Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let K: G + G, be a projectivity, and X< G. If the n th 
commutator subgroup G’“’ of G is contained in X, then the 3n th commutator 
subgroup of G, is contained in X”. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let n: G + G1 be a projectivity, and suppose that G is 
soluble of derived length at most n; then G, is soluble of derived length at 
most 3n- 1. 
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